
Case Study

Affordable monitoring of remote predator traps

The challenge is that New Zealand is striving to be predator free by 2050.
Setting and resetting traps is hard labour especially in mountainous areas of New Zealand. The
question is ‘how can we sit at home and see if any remote traps have been triggered’. Also how
do we do this in an affordable manner?

Fiordland topography.

The Solution: When a predator triggers the trap to snap close then a small sensor in the trap
detects this and the transmitter at each trap sends a message to a hilltop base radio. The small
transmitter alongside the trap has a very low power drain as it is not transmitting most of the
time. Two AA batteries in that radio will last two years before replacement. The closed trap
message is received by the WTE Ltd TReX base radio on the hill top and the message is
date/time stamped along with its trap ID. This hill top radio is in a ‘shoe box’ sized waterproof
box with a battery and has a small solar panel so it can operate for many years without
servicing. The hill top radio then transmits the trap event message via different methods so that
the information is on the Internet. The trap event is then stored onto an Internet based file so
any number of people can view that history of closures and alerts are visible on a Smart Phone
or computer.



Technical Information:

The setup at any number of traps
A small Christchurch manufactured and supported WTE Ltd radio that should run for 2 years on
2 internal AA batteries. The radio frequency of approx 460 MHz means the signal can penetrate
the bush to a much greater distance than other type systems using LoRa for example - saving
installation time and support.

Long life radio transmitter from WTE.CO.NZ and shock sensor or open/closed sensor in DOC 150

This radio can be located up an adjacent tree and a Kea proof wire runs down to the trap for the
sensor. When the trap closes the contact in the trap triggers the radio to send its closed status.
The signal is received in the system on the top of the hill top.

This trip detection system can be installed in the field in say 10 minutes while alongside the trap.
A number of these small radios can act as a radio repeater when the topography limits the
signal to the hill top radio.
When the field staff reset the trap a message is also sent and recorded in the system so you
have a record of the date / time / trap ID showing it was reset.



Checking, maybe resetting, one of many traps in an area - time consuming, exhausting

The station on the top of the hill top
Relatively small solar panel facing the sun. Maybe up a tree.



A plastic ‘shoe box sized’ enclosure - with a small sealed lead acid battery and a solar charger
controller and a WTE TReX radio. This should not need any servicing or battery servicing for 2
years. A Kea proof cable will come out from the enclosure to a monopole antenna

The radio antenna and small WTE TReX radio on the hilltop

This radio system records the date, time, trap ID and its closed status. Then the TReX radio is
designed to either:

● Option A - use the cellular modem in the TReX on the hill top to send the message to the
Internet. It would use a low cost IoT (Internet of Things) cellular data plan

● Option B - transmit the short ‘Closed’ or ‘open’ message (via 4 Watt UHF link) to the
system at Manapouri town which is connected to the Internet

● Option C - satellite uplink using the new SWARM technology when the site is very
remote.

For this project Option A (cellular connection) will be used.

User display on PC or Smartphone



A display is available on a device such as a Smart Phone or PC to show the state (closed/open)
of traps, as well as their ID and time/date the event happened. The owners can then decide to
plan their next resetting program.  A file exists for the historic tracking of the traps.

Display on Smart Phone or PC shows the state of each trap (open or closed) as well as time/date of the
event.



Appendix - Details

When using the internal cell modem in the hill top TReX radio on top of the island and no
system at Manapouri town. The closed and trap reset status is then immediately sent into the
Internet system.

Vodafone 4G seems to reach top of the island

Spark 4G also reaches top of the island

Option B - Setup needed at Manapouri town
TReX radio - powered by 240 VAC low power supply to 12 VDC
TReX is connected to an externally mounted directional antenna that points to the top of island.



The TReX is connected to a modem connected to 240VAC - ideally at a house or office that
already has Internet else use the internal cellular modem.
When the Manapouri town system gets a trap closure message the small data message is
posted into an Internet based file so it can be viewed by anyone, anytime and see the history of
trap closures.
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